PROJET SCIENTIFIQUE
Sami ALDEEB

Scientific Activities of Sami ALDEEB

As an international expert in Islamic Law Sami ALDEEB is formally being asked to participate in the scientific activities of LEJEP of the School of Law because of his background and specializations.

He is being asked to teach in the domain of Islamic Law as it relates to his work and to prepare the students to the fundamental knowledge of Sharia in order to prepare them for the Sharia Compliance finance class.

In addition, he will be asked to share knowledge and experience based on his research on regulatory and policy issues related to Islamic Law by the way of conferences during his stay.

He will also share his knowledge and experience from working at the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law, under the Federal Department of Justice.

In this context, he will offer program development suggestions based on his legal expertise and legal opinions for Swiss and foreign authorities, courts, lawyers, businesses and individuals in the areas of family law, inheritance law, criminal law and business law.

Finally, he will also be able to offer possible methods of research exchanges between the School of Law and the Center Arab and Muslim Law. He has been invited on a date between January and April 2016.